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Literacy
This week in Creative Writing, the pupils will continue to read the class book James and the Giant
Peach. They will focus on using time connectives and imperative (bossy) verbs to create a recipe and
instructions to make 'Green Tiny things'. Using their imagination and creativity, the children can
practice writing instructions on how to look after a tiny green thing at home, remembering to
sequence their instructions using time connectives.
Maths
This week in Maths, the pupils will recap addition and subtraction. They will be introduced to worded
problems and will identify the differences between addition and subtraction word problems by
looking at the vocabulary used such as, added, more, less, take away, gave, altogether and total. The
pupils will solve worded problems using a number line. You can encourage the children to create
their own worded problems at home, which they can solve independently, remembering to choose
the correct operation.
Project
This week in Project, the children will learn about the digital revolution, understanding its impact on
the environment. The children will create a timeline representing the change that has happened over
the past 50 years and identify the digital revolution's pros and cons, considering what their lives
would be like without technology. At home, you can discuss the similarities and differences in
technology with your child by making comparisons. The children can then think about what can be
done to improve the environment.
Science
This week in Science, the children will be introduced to space travel and the famous astronaut Neil
Armstrong. They will research into his time in space and think about all things needed to travel there.
They will then create a list of things Neil required to survive in space. At home, the pupils can
research other well-known astronauts such as Tim Peake using Espresso to find out about what
astronauts do and about their life in space.

